
 Help us Build Houses for Dwarfs 
(Little People) of Nepal 

My name is (Ms) Sundari Mishra. My height is just 47
inches. I represent the Dwarf community of Nepal. You may
have never given a thought that the life of people with
dwarfism is exhausting both physically and mentally. I face
mockery and discrimination all day long. Because of my
short stature, I face challenges in travelling, using public
toilets, or even using my own kitchen. On the other hand,
when I use infrastructure designed for regular stature, my
health status deteriorates as the premature bones
accelerate. 

Due to limited opportunities in income generation, often, I
have to struggle to meet my ends. I am just an example of
thousands of Nepali dwarf brothers and sisters. There are
many things that we, dwarf people, can work together and
fulfil our needs independently. I am raising funds to
establish a Learning Centre that will accommodate and
provide training to people like me which would eventually
help us to generate income for better living.

This center will typically be designed to meet the physical requirements of Dwarf people and will be
friendly to us such as bathroom stall locks, kitchen slabs, stairs, etc. This Centre will be operated by a
team of Dwarf people to train and accommodate the hundreds of Nepali Dwarf.

We, Creative Dwarf Women Association, are seeking generous hands to be part of this noble cause. I
am very overwhelmed that the ICA Nepal has encouraged me to share this good cause with you all. 
Your small help can help the dwarf people get access to unlimited equipment and basic human needs
which now they can only wish for. 

To donate, please follow the link
https://www.gofundme.com/f/help-sundari-to-build-dwarf-learning-
centre
 
Your little support would make a huge difference in the lives of the
Dwarf people of Nepal. 

You may write to our President directly. 
Email him: sharada.dhital@gmail.com 

www.ica-nepal.com.np
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